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The performance of current transformers when their second-
aries supply simple series loads, and the methods of test for
determining the errors introduced by the transformer when used
with known secondary connected loads, have been considered
in previous papers. The secondaries of two or three current
transformers whose primaries are supplied from the lines of a
three-phase circuit, are, however, frequently interconnected
to save room, simplify wiring, and diminish cost. In this case
the equivalent load carried by the current transformer secondary
can not be determined in the simple manner that applies to an
ordinary series connection, since the devices used in a series
circuit may constitute a very different equivalent load when used
in an interconnected circuit. An understanding of the equiva-
lent load carried by each transformer is necessary in order to
determine suitable limits of load from results of tests made in
the ordinary manner. The term " equivalent load " is here
used to indicate the load carried by the secondary of a current
transformer where this may differ from that obtained by com-
bining in series the resistances and reactances of the devices
used.
In interconnecting secondary loads for current transformers,
the load is placed in the form of a Y, the differences between
the various interconnections arising from the various methods
of connecting the transformer secondaries to the three load
terminals. The difference between this load and the ordinary
load connected in Y to power transformers is that the power
circuit operates with practically constant voltage, while the
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current and the impedance of the devices connected change to-
gether: while on the Y supplied by current transformers, the
impedances of the devices remain constant, the current and
voltage changing together.
The following formulas serve to determine the delta voltages
(voltages between external terminals) of a Y-connected circuit,
when the resistance, reactance and current flowing in each line
are known.
Referring to Fig. 1, let A, B and C be any three Y-connected
loads for current transformers. Using the ordirnry nomen-
clature,
ZA = rA ij XA
ZB = rB-j XB
zc= rc-j xc
The currents flowing are IA, IB, IC. If q5 represents the angle
by which 'B lags behind IA, and S is the ratio of IB to IA (r.m.s
values of equivalent sine waves),
IB=SIA (cos 4)+jsin 4)
Then, since the circuit is a Y-connection,
IC= 'IA-IB='IA-S IA (cos 4+j sin4))
The voltages from the three terminals to the common point,
across each of the three loads, are
eA= IA (rA-jXA)
eB=IB (rB-j XB) =S IA (cos 4)+j sin 4) (rB-j XB)
ec=Ic (rc-j XC)= (-IA-S IA (cos q-+j sin 4) ) (rc-j XC)
= -1A (1+S (cos )+-j sin 4) ) (rc-j Xc)
The delta voltages across the supply terminals, entering A, B
and C respectively, are
E1=eA-eB=IA (rA-] XA)-S IA (cos 4)+j sin 4)) (rB j XB)
=IA {rA-j XA-S (cos 4)+j sin 4)) (rB-j XB)} (1)
E2=eB-ec=SIA (cos 4)+j sin 4)) (rB-j XB)+IA {1+S (cos 4
+j sin 4)) } (rc -jXC) =IA [S (cos 4)+j sin 4)) (rB-j XB)
+{1+S (cos 4+j sin q5) } (rc-j xc)] (2)
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E3=ec-eA= -IA {I1+S (cos 4 +j sin ¢) } (rc-jxc)-IA (rA
-jXA) = IA [{1+S (cosq5+jsin0))} (rc-jxc)+(rA-jXA)]
(3)
Secondary loads for current transformers are expressed in
terms of volt-amperes and power factor at a standard current
and frequency. The formulas given above are stated in terms of
IA, and the angle
tan1 imaginary component
real component
gives the angle between E1, E2 or E3 and IA. The angle between
E2 and IB may then be obtained by subtracting 4), and that be-
E,
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FIG. 1.-Y-connected loads. Connections and theoretical diagram
tween E3 and Ic by subtracting the angle between Ic and IA.
obtainable in the same manner from the preceding equation for
Ic. The cosines of these angles are the power factors of the
equivalent secondary loads.
The volt-amperes supplied by a transformer are the product
of the voltage across the secondary by the current flowing in it,
but this value must be reduced to standard conditions. If E
is the voltage and I is the current, the volt-amperes at 5 am-
peres (used as a standard in stating current transformer loads)
25 25E
=E IX 12 or I . In all balanced current conditions, the
voltages supplied to different parts of the circuit may be com-
pared instead of the volt-amperes, the current being merely
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a common multiplier which may be neglected for convenience in
comparison. In any Y-connected circuit where the conditions
are known, the voltages may be obtained by substitution in
formulas (1), (2) and (3). These formulas are based on the
phase position of IA, and the angles obtained from (2) or (3)
must be corrected by addition or subtraction of the angle be-
tween 'A and IB or Ic in order to represent the phase angles of
the voltages with respect to IB or IC.
For any given case these formulas will give the three delta
voltages on the loads. If two transformers only are used,
two of these voltages are the secondary voltages at which the
transformers operate. If three transformers are used, they are
connected in Y, and divide the delta voltage into Y components,
whose magnitude and phase position for each transformer is a
function of the exact characteristics of the transformer as well
as of those of the loads. In considering each particular case,
the formula may be applied, or an approximate result as to
possible maxima may readily be reached by an inspection
of the load diagram.
In using two current transformers on a three-phase circuit,
they may be connected symmetrically, in two lines, as though
one transformer were omitted from a three-transformer Y-
connection. This is called " straight " connection. Or the
secondary of one transformer may be reversed; this is called
" cross " connection, and is equivalent to an open delta con-
nection of the secondaries.
The following causes ordinarily produce negligible effects on
the amounts and phase position of the equivalent loads on the
current transformers, and will be omitted from the discussion:
1. Variation of wave shape in the primary current.
2. Differences between primary and secondary currents due to
the phase angle and inaccuracy of ratio of the transformer.
The following causes may change the equivalent secondary
loads carried by the transformer without any alteration of
connections:
1. Change in the relative amounts of current in the primary
lines.
2. Change in the phase angle between currents in the primary
lines.
Variation of load due to these causes (changes of S and 4 in
the above formulas) must be accepted as unavoidable, and a
reasonable margin should be allowed for their effect in planning
an installation.
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The following causes control the amount of equivalent second-
ary load carried by the current transformers, when conditions
stated above do not vary, and are the real basis for selecting
combinations which will operate properly on three-phase circuits:
1. The amounts (volt-amperes or impedances) of the second-
ary loads A, B and C.
2. The power factor of each of these loads and the relation of
these power factors to one another.
3. The number and method of connection of the current trans-
former secondaries.
A short consideration will be given to each of the chief con-
ditions arising from the above mentioned variations, referring
more frequently to figures than to the formulas stated above.
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FIG. 2.-Three transformers. FIG. 3.-Two transformers
Secondary connections straight-connected. Second-
ary connections
A. Two TRANSFORMERS "STRAIGHT "-CONNECTED, FIG. 3
1. Balanced conditions throughout; equal primary currents
120 deg. apart, equal secondary loads A, B and C of the same
power factor. (Fig. 5.)
The voltage of transformer A will be eA-ec= -E3= (rA
-j XA) IA (1-0.5+j 0.866+1) =eA (1.5+j 0.866)=1.73 eA
tan-' 0.866 or 1.73 eA lagging behind eA 30 deg.1.5
The voltage on transformer B = eB-ec=E2=IA (rA -j XA)
(-0.5+j 0.866+1-0.5+j 0.866) =eA (i 1.73) = 1.73 eA lagging
90 deg. behind eA, or 1.73 eB leading eB by 30 deg. That is, the
volt-amperes on each transformer are equal to 1.73 times the volt-
amperes of load A, B or C; but the phase angle between voltage
and current is changed 30 deg. in the lagging direction on trans-
former A, and in the leading direction on transformer B. Evi-
dently for power factor of secondary loads A, B and C varying
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from unity to zero, the power factor of the equivalent load on
transformer A will vary from 0.866 leading to 0.5 lagging; while
on transformer B it will vary from 0.866 lagging to a negative
0.5, which must be considered as meaning that the input to the
transformer is really on the secondary side.
4E,2, ;E E
tion andegA LiA
B AE.
eA IA
FIG. 4.-Two transformers, cross- FIG. 5.-Two transformers, straight-
connected. Secondary connec- connected. Primary currents equal
tions and 120 deg. apart. Loads A, B
and C equal and of the same power
factor.
2. Equal primary currents, 120 deg. apart, secondary loads
varying in amount and power factor. (Figs. 6 and 7, 8, 9, 10.)
Fig. 6 shows the effect of varying load C from a very low value to
a very high value, while the power factors of A, B and C remain
lB~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-E
B,eE_E; BX ,E
-E E33
e~~~~~~~~~1e
c~~3C I
FIG. 6. - T w o transformers, FIG. 7. T w o transformers,
straight-connected. Primary straight-connected. Primary
currents equal and 120 deg. currents equal and 120 deg.
apart. Loads A and B equal apart. Secondary loads equal,
load C(ec) less than A or B, and and non-inductive.
also (ec') greater than A or B.
constant. From the formula, when rc-j xc =0, E2 = eB and
-E3=eA, which means that the circuit is really two separate
circuits, electrically in contact at one point only. When rc-j xc
becomes (proportionally) so large that eB and eA may be neg-
lected, E2 =-ec and -E3 --ec.
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That is, if load C is diminished or A and B are increased the
loads on the two transformers approach the amount and power
factor of load A and load B respectively; if load C is increased
(or A and B are diminished) the loads on the two transformers
approach the value- of C, and the angle corresponding to the
power factor of the equivalent secondary load approaches the
value 60 deg.+ 6c for transformer B and 60 deg. - 6c for trans-
former A, where 0c is the angle by which Ic lags behind ec.
Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show the effect of variation of power factor of
load C, loads A and B remaining non-inductive. Fig. 7 shows
power factor of C=1, Fig. 8, 0.5, Fig. 9, 0.1. Fig. 8 evidently
represents the maximum equivalent load which can be caused
IB
- 'B ec 41B
e~~~~~~~~~~~\
E\
eA ~.~ 1
E3
-E3
FIG. 8. - T w o transformers, FIG. 9.- T w o transformers,
straight-connected. Primary straight-connected. Primary
currents equal and 120 deg. currents equal and 120 deg.
apart. Secondary loads equal, apart. Secondarv loads equal;
loads A and B non-inductive, loads A and B non-inductive,
load C 0.5 power factor load C 0.1 power factor
by change of power factor, which is the arithmetical sum of the
volt-amperes of A and C occurring where °C-OA=60 deg. In
Fig. 9, passing lower than 0.5 power factor, when Oc-OA is
greater than 60 deg., the voltage developed on both transformers
decreases. The tendency with lagging power factors in load C
is to increase the equivalent load on the transformer A which is
connected in the leading phase, and to diminish the equivalent
load on transformer B which is connected in the lagging phase.
Low power factor in loads A and B combined with high power
factor in C produces similar conditions, but here the maximum
voltage is on transformer B (in the lagging phase) instead of A,
(in the leading phase). See Fig. 10, which shows a combination
where E2 is near the maximum limit.
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3. Primary currents varying in amount and power factor.
To avoid complication in the diagram, the secondary im-
pedances are shown equal and of the same power factor. Fig. 11
shows effect of diminishing IC and Fig. 12 the effect of increasing
IC. The limit in one direction is reached when IC becomes zero,
in which case the two transformers are working on a single-
phase circuit, carrying load A and B respectively; that is, by
formula, E2=eB and -E3= eA: and in the other direction when
the angle between IA and 'B diminishes toward zero, when (if
the power factors of A, B and C are alike), transformer A carries
the arithmetical sum of eA and ec, while transformer B carries
the arithmetical sum of eB and ec.
When the currents in the two transformers are unequal,
IB E.-E,
Co
eA A
FIG. 10. -T w o transformers, FIG. 11. -T w o transformers,
straight - connected. Primary straight - connected. E q uai1
currents equal and 120 deg. primary currents in the two
apart. Secondary loads equal; transformers. Smaller current
loads A and B have low power in the line without transformer.
factors, load C a high power Secondary loads equal and of
factor the same power factor
(see Fig. 13). The transformer B having the larger current
carries a load approaching the arithmetical sum of ec and eB.
while the transformer A having the smaller current carries a
voltage approaching eB. As this transformer does not carry
full current, its volt-ampere load is not fairly rretsented unless
it be reduced to standard terms for comparison. That is, for
transformer B (assuming 'B =l5 amperes)
volt-amperes =n5 fE
For transformer A,
volt-amperes= IAXE3X2X or =2I--3
'A 2 IA
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substituting actual values in (2) and (3), if IA = 0.5 amperes
and IB = 5 amperes (S= 10), rA = rB = rc=, XA = XB= XC = 0, and
SD = 120 deg., E2 = 0.5 [10 (-0.5+j 0.866) +1+10 (-0.5+j 0.866) ]
= 9.76 volts. Volt-amperes on transformer B = 9.76 X 5 = 48.80
volt-amperes. -E3 = 0.5 (1+ 10 (-0.5 +jO.866) + 1) = 4.58 volts.
Volt-amperes on transformer A =4.8 X 25.= 229 volt-amperes.0.5
This calculation represents a very extreme case of unbalancing.
The loads C and B are almost entirely carried by transformer B
with full current, while the volt-ampere load on transformer A is
more than four times as great as that on transformer B. It
should be noted, however, that the IB E
current on this transformer is a
very small part of the total amount
flowing, and therefore the actual e
error caused by the overload is e
small. I-
eA 'A
IC IC
FIG. 12.-Two transformers, straight- FIG. 13. Two transformers,
connected. Equal primary currents straight - connected. Un-
in the two transformers. Larger cur- equal primary currents in
rent in the line without transformer. the two transformers. Sec-
Secondary loads equal and of the ondary loads equal and of
same power factor the same power factor
To summarize equivalent loading on the straight connection:
1. Under completely balanced conditions, the load on each
transformer is 1.73 times one of the three equal loads, and the
power factors of effective secondary loads are altered by a shift
of 30 deg. in the corresponding angle, lagging for one, leading
for the other.
2. With balanced primary conditions, variations of amount
and power factor in the secondary connected loads produce dif-
ferent distributions of load between the two transformers, the
maximum load on either transformer not exceeding the arith-
metical sum of its load and the load in the secondary line with-
out transformer, and the increase of load on one transformer due
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to variation of power factor being in general accompanied by
a decrease in the load on the other.
3. Where primary conditions become unbalanced, the tendency
is to increase the volt-ampere load on both transformers, es-
pecially that carrving the smaller current.
B. CROSS CONNECTION, Two TRANSFORMERS
1. Balanced primary currents, 120 deg. apart, equal secondary
loads of the same power factor. (Fig. 4 and 14).
Since the transformer B has its secondary reversed, the current
'B is 180 deg. from its previous position. The current Ic is the
resultant of two currents 60 deg. apart instead of 120 deg. and
is not proportional to the current in any single primary line.
From formula (2),
E2 = IA (rA-j XA) {1+2 (cos-60 deg. +j sin-60 deg.)}
-eA (2-j /3) = eA N/ 7 leading eA about 41 deg.
or lagging IB about 19 deg.
From formula (3),
-E3=IA (rA-j XA) (2.5-j 0.866) =eA V/7, leading eA about
19 deg. r
The voltages -E3 and E2 carried by the ec
transformers are each removed only about
19 deg. from eA and eB instead of 30 deg.,
as in the straight connection, and their
values are considerably greater than in the
straight connection with the same loads,
because of the greater Ic and the smaller eB A
angle between -ec and eA or eB.
2. Balanced primary currents, 120 deg. K
apart. Secondary loads varying in amount E -E3
and power factor.
It is evident from an examination of FIG. 14.-Two trans-formers cross-con-Fig. 14, that the maximum voltage on nected. Equal pri-
either transformer due to changes in the mary currents, 120deg. apart. Secon-
relative size of the load cannot exceed the dary loads equal
arithmetical sum of ec and eA or eB. Also, and of the same
that because of the smaller angle between power factor
IA and IB, the phase displacements of E2 and E3 due to the dif-
fering power factors in A, B and C will be in general less than on a
straight connection. If load C is reduced to zero we have the
same condition as on the straight connection; that is, two
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separate circuits which are in electrical contact at only one point.
3. Primary currents varying in amount and power factor.
Variations in equivalent load and power factor of load caused
by this will be of the general nature of those with the " straight "
connection, but will be somewhat less because of the smaller
angle between IA and IB. There is the same tendency for the
transformer carrying the smaller current to operate against a
comparatively heavy volt-ampere load.
Summary of Cross-Connection. This method gives a true
secondary representation of only two of the three primary cur-
rents; the total load carried by the transformer is greater than
where the same apparatus is used with the straight connection.
The effective loads, however, are somewhat less influenced by
changes in primary current or differences of power factor of the
secondary connected loads than the " straight " connection.
C. THREE TRANSFORMERS WITH SECONDARIES Y-CONNECTED
The voltages carried are those shown in the " straight"
connection, with the third voltage which completes the voltage
triangle. The transformers, however, are Y-connected, and the
division of voltage among them is dependent on the charac-
teristics of the individual transformers and the, conditions in the
primary lines. For this reason the exact voltage for each trans-
former in an actual case is difficult to calculate even with full
knowledge of the characteristics of the transformers. In practi-
cally every case, the mean equivalent loads on a two-transformer
straight connection are diminished by the insertion of a third
transformer to complete the Y. If the common point of the
three loads is connected to the common point of the three
transformer secondaries by a lead of negligible impedance, the
connection becomes simply three independent circuits which
are electrically in contact at one point only.
The following methods have been in use for some time for
approximation of the volt-ampere loads on interconnected cir-
cuits. They are based on the formulas for balanced conditions
of primary current and for secondary loads of the same power
factor. They are sufficiently accurate to use as a check to prevent
the overloading of transformers.
A. Two TRANSFORMERS WITH SECONDARIES STRAIGHT "-
CONNECTED
This is best divided under three headings, according to the
ratio of total volt-amperes on the secondary line having no cur-
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rent transformer to the total volt-amperes in the line directly
connected to the secondary of the transformer considered.
a. Where the ratio is greater than 3.2. Total volt-amperes
on the transformer under consideration equals the sum of volt-
amperes directly connected to its secondary and volt-amperes
in secondary line without transformer.
b. Where the ratio is less than 3.2 and greater than 0.4. Total
volt-amperes on the transformer under consideration equals the
sum of volt-amperes in the line directly connected to its second-
ary and 0.75 times the volt-amperes in the secondary line with-
out transformer.
c. Where this ratio is less than 0.4. Total volt-amperes on
transformer under consideration equals the sum of volt-amperes
in the line directly connected to its secondary and 0.5 times
the volt-amperes in the secondary line without transformer.
B. Two TRANSFORMERS, WITIh SECONDARIES "CROSS -
CONNECTED
The total volt-amperes on each transformer equals the sum of
the volt-amperes in the two lines directly connected to the two
secondaries and three times the volt-amperes in the secondarv
line without transformer, the whole divided by two.
C. THREE TRANSFORMERS, WITH SECONDARIES Y-CONNECTED
Total volt-amperes on each transformer equals the sum of the
volt-amperes of the three secondary loads, divided by three.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Certain methods of interconnection of secondary circuits
of current transformers are used because of advantage in cost,
space occupied, simplicity and convenience.
The use of these interconnections results in the transformers
carrying equivalent secondary loads which differ decidedly from
those resulting from the use of the same devices with a plain
series secondary connection. The power factor of the effective
secondary load may be leading or even negative in extreme cases.
The variations in equivalent secondary load due to the power
factors of the separate loads have a general tendency to offset
one another; that is, when the power factor of one equivalent
load is changed in the leading direction, the other is usually
changed in the lagging direction, when one equivalent load is in-
creased, the other is usually diminished. Therefore, these varia-
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tions may be neglected in making approximate estimates of
volt-ampere loads. A method of making estimates based on the
assumption that the power factors of the three secondary loads
are alike will give results accurate enough to prevent over-
loading.
Unbalancing of primary currents has a general tendency to
increase loads on interconnected current transformers, and where
the circuit is known to be unbalanced to an unusual degree, in-
terconnections should be avoided or the loads connected to the
secondaries should be kept considerably below the amounts
allowable under balanced conditions.
All load estimates made in the approximate way given are of
value chiefly as mean results for the combination, and not as
definite limits for the equivalent load on each transformer.
The exact volt-amperes and power factor of the equivalent
loads of a two-transformer combination may be obtained if re
quired from formulas (1), (2) and (3). The results for a three-
transformer combination cannot be exactly calculated from the
volt-amperes and power factor of the separate loads, because
the characteristics of the transformers themselves affect the di-
vision of the load among them. This circuit may be changed by
the addition of a common return lead to three simple series cir-
cuits, whose volt-amperes and power factor are easily obtainable.
This is the better connection except where the load in one line is
an overload for one transformer, when the interconnected com-
bination divides the load in such a way as to relieve the over-
loaded transformer.
